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● Kickstarter launched in June 2012
● Ardusat-1 & Ardusat-X launched 
in August 2013 aboard HIIB 
launch vehicle from Japan
● Deployed from ISS in November 
2013
● Ardusat-2 (2U) launched January 
2014
● July 2014 the original Ardusat 
company became Spire Global, a 
private satellite data company
● 17 satellites launched to date, 13 
currently in orbit
● Founded in spring 2014 as a 
separate company dedicated to 
education to provide engaging 
STEM experiences for students
● Provides software and hardware 
tools to help teachers bring 
Arduinos into the classroom
● Software tools to record, present, 
share, and collaborate on student 
science experiments
● Affordable access to space 
science experiments for students
Classroom Challenges
● Industry reports detail a 
widespread STEM skills 
shortage in the workforce
● Teachers are not 
engineers (or even 
scientists) - want to teach 
technology, but don't feel 
equipped to do so
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/crdc-college-and-career-readiness-snapshot.pdf
Ardusat Space Program
Ardusat Space Program
● Build a Cube Sat model using 
commodity hardware
● Perform "flight readiness" 
mission(s)/experiments (e.g. 
HAB flight) as a hands-on 
student experience
● Run a real experiment on orbit 
using the Ardusat sensor payload 
hosted on Spire's constellation
● Provide technical & curriculum 
support & PD for program 
teachers
Build the Model Cubesat
● 3D printed 1U frame
● Arduino Uno microcontroller 
("OBC")
● Lithium Ion Battery with Charge 
Controller & optional solar panels
● XBee (IEEE 802.15.4) or 900 mhz 
radios
● Sensor Payload
○ 9 DOF IMU
○ IR Temp
○ Ambient Temp
○ UV Light
○ RGB Light
○ Visual Light
● Optional simplified reaction wheel 
guidance system
Build the Model Cubesat
Classroom Experiments
● Get an intuitive understanding of all 
of the payload measurements
● Learn how to program the Arduino
● Learn how to actually do science in 
an iterative way by designing a 
hypothesis & corresponding 
experimental test
Classroom Experiments
High Altitude Balloon (HAB) Launch
HAB Launch
● "Flight readiness" test allows 
students to have a hands-on 
experience
● Many similar engineering 
challenges to real space flight
● Approachable price tag 
(~$1k+)
● View from (near) space!
HAB Launch
● 900 mhz radios for live 
streaming data
● Hack HD camera
● Arduino + Ardusat Space 
Board sensor payload
● RockBLOCK satellite 
communication (Iridium 
network) (or SPOT)
● 3DR uBlox GPS
Satellite Experiments
Satellite Experiments
Students write code & tests on 
classroom Arduino
Code is uploaded to Spire 
satellite & runs in 
sandbox environment, 
generating a data log file
Students analyze 
returned data in 
classroom to 
complete their space 
experiment
Satellite Experiments
● Available Sensors
○ TMP102 Ambient Temp
○ LSM303 Accelerometer & Magnetometer
○ L3GD20 Gyroscope
○ TSL2561 Luminosity
○ TSL2591 HDR Luminosity
○ ISL29125 RGB Light
○ TCS34725 RGB Light
○ MLX90614 IR Temperature
○ MLX90621 Thermopile Array
○ ML8511 UV Light
○ SI1132 UV/Luminosity
○ RD3024 Geiger Counter
● Experiments can be specified with or 
without code!
Currently Running or Completed Space Experiments
Detect Clouds using IR Data - Miami Young Data Scientists
The hypothesis/ objective of our experiment is to use Data Science to predict weather related items directly 
below the satellite. To do this, we will use data from one sensor (IR temperature sensor). We will use the entire 
15K ie 1500 readings for temperature. Our initial objective is to predict if we have a 'Cloud' or not. we will use 
iPython and sci-kit learn and a basic regression algorithm. we will train the algorithm using the dataset and use 
the trained model for prediction
Measure the shape of the Van Allen belt - Yreka High School
We are ready to submit our experiment, which involves a study of the Van Allen Belt and its shape. Our 
hypothesis states that if solar wind distorts the shape of the inner the Van Allen belts, then we will see a change 
in the magnetic field at satellite orbit. Our experiment will require the following elements: positioning in 
equatorial orbit required sensors: the X,Y,& Z magnetometer.
Currently Running or Completed Space Experiments
All Sensors one full orbit, build model of earth - Huntington Beach 
HS
Developing a physical model display that will represent one full 90 minute orbiting cycle of a cubeSat. We will 
have a rotating globe that rotates in a 90 minute period. There will also be a Satellite that revolves around the 
rotating globe in accordance to the approximate 'real time' data. In the back of the display case, there will be a 
monitor that depicts the data as the satellite orbits around the earth (globe).
Investigate Satellite Eclipse - Summerland, BC District 67
Elementary school used luminosity sensors to explore when the satellite entered and exited eclipse during a 
single orbit. Students were assigned rows in the dataset, looked up the position on earth and local time of that 
row, then predicted whether or not the satellite would be in eclipse, then compared it to the observed data. 
Students also each wrote a customized message which was uploaded as a text file to one of the satellites as a 
"message in a bottle" in space.
Questions?
Ben Peters
Ardusat Director of Engineering
ben@ardusat.com
Contact info@ardusat.com or find us after the 
talk for more information about how to 
launch your local school's Space Program!
